and what it sees while moving, it may also be possible to understand why it moves in a given way and how its movements are controlled.
The adult female generally digs a nest in compact bare soil and provisions it with living prey, usually beetles that she has immobilised with venom. When she first leaves the nest at the beginning of each day's hunting she performs a learning flight. It starts with her leaving the nest and then turning back to face it. She then flies through a sequence of clockwise and counter-clockwise arcs of increasing height and radius centred on the nest ( Figure 1B ). This flight pattern of expanding arcs potentially gives the wasp a cone of remembered views in the direction of the nest with its apex at the nest and its base 20 cm or so above the ground. A returning wasp is attracted to the cone by relatively distant features in the landscape and then drawn to the apex of the cone. Once close to the nest, distant features can provide directional information, but are less useful for specifying position, so that visual features on the ground may be most significant for localising the nest.
One major question that Stü rzl et al. [2] address is how the wasp might be guided within the cone. Answering this question means understanding what the wasp learns on its departure flights and then working out how the return flight is controlled. Clues to both parts of this puzzle can come from the structure of the flights and from correlations between learning and return flights.
Earlier studies of learning flights and visually guided navigation in a variety of ants, bees and wasps have suggested that visual guidance relies on an insect storing views along habitual routes or at specific locations. It can then follow a familiar path by turning to align its current to its stored view (alignment image matching [3] ) and thus keep to the learnt direction [4] [5] [6] . Or, through positional image matching, it can return directly to a place by moving to reduce the discrepancy between its current and stored views without following an habitual route [7, 8] .
View-based memories may be of more than one kind: static retinotopic views, taken preferentially at particular moments during learning flights, and also brief 'movies' taken over segments of flight that allow insects to perform parallax matching. C. australis wasps, like honeybees, show evidence of parallax matching and on their return prefer to fly at the same distance from a nearby object, even when that object is replaced by one that is of a different size to that seen during the preceding learning flight [9] [10] [11] . While pivoting about the nest, the wasp makes a series of compensating saccadic head and body turns in the opposite direction so that the nest is seen by the fronto-lateral retina of one or other eye [2] . Both kinds of views are likely to be recorded in periods between saccades when the wasp's gaze direction is fixed ( Figure 1A) . The new data [2] give hints about when during an arc views might be stored.
Parallax information about object distance may be obtained at the start of an arc when the wasp performs a rapid sideways sweep facing the nest in the middle ( Figure 1B, top view) . Over successive arcs, the wasp's height, horizontal distance from the nest and flight speed increase together, so that the wasp pivots about the nest over the same range of angular speeds. Accordingly, as the wasp gains height, its views of the ground contain features moving with a roughly similar pattern of image speeds, so that objects of sufficient height above the ground are detectable through their distortion of the pattern.
At the very start of the flight, C. australis may record goal-centred static views while it faces the nest [2] . Thereafter, the nest is mostly imaged 30 o away from the front of the eye. Because translational speed declines over each arc [2] , it is towards the end of an arc that the position of the line of sight becomes relatively constant between saccades, giving a good opportunity for storing static views. Nonetheless, despite these appealing possibilities and many studies, it is not known for certain in any insect when during learning flights momentary views or movies are recorded.
How then might a returning wasp make use of a cone of recorded views? There are some invariant properties of the cone that may reduce the dimensionality of the problem. First, the cone's axis is directed towards the ground at about 45 o to the vertical. Its axis is also likely to be oriented in a specific compass direction, set either by landscape features or by the insect's preferred compass direction. The wasp can thus know in advance both the rough direction in which to approach the goal and that it is aiming for a point on the ground. These priors may make it simpler for the wasp to match what it currently sees to its recorded views.
Similar directions of gaze between current and memorised views are probably very helpful for image matching in insects, though not essential [12] . Matching is thus helped by having flight segments across learning and return flights that are alike in their structure and in their orientation in space [2, 9] . Common manoeuvres across learning and return flights are especially clear in bumblebees ( Figure 1C ). The two flights seem to be built around an innate movement pattern generating loops in the former and zigzags in the latter, modulated by what a bee sees.
Stü rzl et al. [2] simulated one possible model of homing, which starts by supposing that a returning wasp retrieves the recorded view or sequence of views that most closely matches both its current position and its gaze direction. The wasp then turns towards, and flies in the direction from the position of that view towards the nest. To test this model, the authors focussed on encounters in which the wasp on its return is in roughly the same position and facing in the same direction as it was during learning (segments highlighted in blue in Figure 1B) . They found that, after such encounters, the wasp tends to turn in the nest direction. These data are clearly consistent with their model, though, as they acknowledge, it does not simulate all the details of homing flights.
In a sense, the wasp's path through the cone to the nest is an example of route following in miniature. It may be worth considering whether alignment image matching that is thought to control an insect's direction on longer routes also controls the wasp's passage through the cone. Positional image matching could draw the wasp towards the nest at any point within the cone, as Stü rzl et al. [2] suggest. Because the wasp keeps the nest in its fronto-lateral field of view through most of an arc, the correct flight direction might also be set automatically by the wasp aligning itself with the direction of the recorded view, or by it following the changing direction of a sequence of recorded views that ends when the wasp faces the nest more frontally. Any error in the wasp's direction towards the nest will become smaller as the wasp descends through the cone and meets remembered views recorded closer to the ground. Use of alignment and positional image matching might alternate several times during the descent. Examining these and other possibilities needs the kind of data and techniques assembled by Stü rzl et al. [2] and we look forward to their next instalment.
